
Product Review Prize Draw Terms and Conditions 

Promoter – Brainboxes Ltd, 18 Hurricane Drive, Liverpool International Business Park, Speke, 

Liverpool L24 8RL 

1. Product review prize draw opens 9am (GMT) 05/02/21 and will run for 2 weeks until 12am

(GMT) 19/02/21

2. The prize is 1 x Brainboxes Gigabit Ethernet Switch, exact part number (SW-115/SW-

515/SW-715) to be chosen by the winner

3. One approved product review constitutes one entry

4. Entrants will be automatically entered into the prize draw on approval of submitted review

form

5. Multiple reviews of the same product by a single entrant will not be entered into the prize

draw

6. All reviews must be genuine. The prize draw is random therefore negative reviews could

win.

7. Submission of the review form constitutes agreement to the entrant’s words, either whole

or in part, being used for promotion on www.brainboxes.com and/or social media/other

publicity channels

8. The prize will be sent out to the winner from Brainboxes Ltd

9. One winner will be selected at random using an impartial random generator

(https://www.randomresult.com/) and contacted by email within 7 days of the closing date

10. The winner must confirm their full name and address and confirm their acceptance of the

prize

http://www.brainboxes.com/


11. If the winner hasn’t responded within 72 hours to the email sent by the promoter the prize 

will be awarded to another participant selected at random 

 

12. The winner agrees to participate in publicity resulting from the promotion without the need 

for additional compensation 

 

13. The prize draw is open to all Brainboxes Ltd customers aged over 18; including third party 

customers (product(s) purchased from resellers/distributors), and excluding employees of 

Brainboxes Ltd and their families 

 

14. Prizes are non-transferable and no cash alternatives will be offered 

 

15. The winner’s details will be available from the promoter 

 

16. Brainboxes Ltd reserves the right to void, suspend or cancel the promotion at any time and 

without notice due to circumstances beyond its control 

 

17. By submitting a review, you declare that all information submitted by you is true, accurate 

and current. Brainboxes Ltd reserves the right to check the validity of any information 

provided and any review 

 

18. Entrants will be deemed to have read, understood and accepted these terms and conditions 

upon submission of a review. By entering, contestants agree to abide by these official rules 

and all decisions of Brainboxes Ltd will be final and binding 


